5 May 2022

Mr John Swinney MSP
Deputy First Minister and Cabinet Secretary for Covid Recovery
The Scottish Government
St Andrew's House
Regent Road
Edinburgh EH1 3DG

Dear Deputy First Minister
Joint open letter: Part four, Coronavirus (Recovery & Reform) (Scotland) Bill
The Scottish Government’s plans to supposedly give housing tenants facing eviction greater
protection is in grave danger of ruining the much-needed supply of homes for rent.
Instead of safeguarding the wider interests of tenants, what is more likely to happen is that a
great many properties will be withdrawn from the market and sold at a time when there is a
pressing need for rental homes.
At the height of the Covid-19 pandemic, there was a moratorium on evictions, except in special
circumstances approved by a tribunal. Landlords understood this as a measure to deal with
an unprecedented emergency. This Coronavirus (Recovery and Reform) Bill seeks to make
this change permanent and a tribunal would be asked to rule on every instance where a
landlord has legitimate reasons for ending a tenancy, including non-payment of rent.
For those landlords who want to sell their rental property perhaps to fund retirement or to free
up capital to invest in other areas of businesses then not being able to end the tenancy will
significantly reduce the value. Property professionals estimate that this could crush the value
of a property by up to 50%.
Our organisations represent landlords of all types, from owners of single buy-to-let properties
to people who run letting businesses in urban and rural areas. We cannot believe that the
outcome sought by the government is a situation where tenants will find it harder to rent due
to a reduction in supply and landlords face increased rent arrears or a substantial loss in the
value of their properties.
We are also deeply concerned that such far-reaching proposals are being introduced through
the Coronavirus (Recovery and Reform) (Scotland) Bill rather than through a Housing Bill that
would be subject to full parliamentary scrutiny. The Scottish Parliament’s Local Government,
Housing and Planning Committee agreed with the Scottish Government that it would be easier
to make temporary powers permanent than wait for separate bill but this smacks of playing
fast and loose with emergency legislation and there is widespread concern about the
government’s desire to retain emergency powers that are not needed as normal times resume.

The government and committee’s suggestion that stopping these emergency measures would
cause confusion is at best spurious and at worst deliberately dishonest. We believe that the
Scottish Government is misusing Covid legislation to push through housing elements of the
agreement between the SNP and Scottish Greens.
Given increasing interest rates and the cost-of-living crisis, the need for rental properties is
essential and any measure that is detrimental to the provision of rental properties needs very
careful consideration. The impact on the housing supply appears to have either been
dismissed or viewed as acceptable fallout to deliver the Minister Patrick Harvie’s continued
attack on private landlords.
We urge Scottish Ministers to think again and take on board the genuine concerns of all those
who not only own and let properties but tenants who need a place to live.
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